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Who this talk is for

- An organisation with ambition of becoming more agile

- Wants to keep Projects, PMO, the PM role and Steering Boards 

- Probably not so interested?
- No ambition in becoming more agile 

- Already very agile with strong executive sponsorship



Who are we?
Where are you as an org?

https://www.menti.com/

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/8ef64deefd024b51ba0b4f693828e4ea/cb94bcc917cf
https://www.menti.com/






Can you have PM’s in an organisation striving for more 
business agility? 

Dogmatic Agile Champion 

”Traditional” Senior Manager

Pragmatic Agile Coach 

Absolutely not! Forbid the word ”Projects”!

YES! Just rephrase Project Manager to Product Owners. 
Keep everything else AS-IS!

Sure! But let’s be aware of behaviours that lowers business 
agility and continously take steps to improve our business 
agility.



“The PM Role”
Project management is the practice of initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and 

closing the work of a team to achieve specific goals and meet specific success criteria at 
the specified time. 

The primary challenge of project management is to achieve all of the project goals 
within the given constraints. 

This information is usually described in project documentation, created at the beginning 
of the development process. 

The primary constraints are scope, time, quality and budget. 

The secondary—and more ambitious—challenge is to optimize the allocation of 
necessary inputs and apply them to meet pre-defined objectives.







What is has meant for me
o Senior Management decides that a new system (output) is 

needed to be more competitive (outcome) and sell more 

products

Eddie. We decided that 
this is prioritized. We 

want you to drive this!

Absolutely! 

We need a budget and 
project plan by next 

week

Sure



What is has meant for me
o A project is initiated. 

”The Plan”

We believe in you! How 
many resources do you 

need

Looks great. But what 
about detail 1,2,3...

I fix that! 

I did it! 
Presentation of ”The Plan”

Well. At least X Developers, Y Testers etc 
etc

When can you be done?

Well. A very rough guess is 
in 6 months.

Thats to much. We need to have this in 
maximum 4 months. Otherwise 

reasons.. 

OK. But it will be hard and 
risky! There are many 

uncertainties

Let’s do this! This is prioritized. 
Coordinate with the Resource Managers 
to assemble the project team. We follow 
up with a Steering Board every month!



What is has meant for me
o Resouce Planning

I have Linda but on 25%. She is needed 
in the other prioritized project Y. 

Hi guys. I need X developers, Y testers etc 
Prioritized project. Etc 

I have Karl but on 75%. He is needed in 
the prioritized project X. 

Hmm. Ok. We’ll make it work I suppose

Manager

Manager



What do we have right now
o A plan mainly created by the PM

o A group of specialists

o Specialists working part-time with the project 

o Focus on project output (As requested by senior management) 

o A deadline I as a PM committed to.

o A plan (I created) that will be followed up upon. 

o High need of coordination due to dependencies

o Steering Board that engages on details and puts you responsible for the project 

success/failure



An agilist will says things like

Don’t use projects

No budget

No estimates

No prognosis

Servant Leadership
Move mandate down

No big bang

Don’t have steering boards

No deadlines



That’s sounds nice and utopic. 
..but we are not there. 

…what can I do?

How does an agile project manager behave

o Output/Outcome

o Scope & Planning

o Dependencies and coordination

o Mandate & Engagement



Output/Outcome

o Prioritize to understand the outcome

o Measure it

o Be an ambassador for the outcome

o Visualize the outcome

o Follow up



Scope & Planning

o Scope the project based on the outcome 

o Understand uncertainty

o Slice it down & deliver often

o Validate 

o Visualize the plan & plan together

o Risk Management 



Dependencies & Coordination

o Take yourself out of the equation 

o Be a connector and not a proxy

o Facilitate teams to coordinate and plan themselves 

o Remove impediments that slows the project team down

o Focus on the right optimization 

o Effective, Efficience



Mandate & Engagement

o Build engagement 

o Give mandate to the teams

o Use the organisational intelligence

o Implement retrospectives  

o Avoid resource optimization 

o Transparency



Summary

o A project manager working in a project driven organisation can use 

principles, values and tools and processes used by agile companies 

to handle risk and become more adaptable, effective, efficient and 

robust

o It’s a step towards more agility by showing results
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Who this talk is for

- Anybody who is curious to understand return of 
investment (ROI) for becoming a more agile organisation 
and how to get there

- Focus on Business Agility



What I will cover

- Business Agility

- How agile companies behave

- How to define the value 

- Understanding where you are 

- What other companies think

- Costs 

- Some tips 



Q1: How much do you know about Business Agility?
Q2: What are the values of becoming more agile?

https://www.menti.com/

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/12d413115d1f545c46eba37e510bc1e6/12987724cdb4
https://www.menti.com/






What is business agility

Wikipedia

”.. agility is the ability of an organization to rapidly adapt to 
market and environmental changes in productive and cost-
effective ways.”



Adaptability

Why is this important?

- New corporate strategies (new leadership)

- Market changes

- Competitors taking market shares

- US/China Trade wars 



Productivity and cost efficiency

Why is this important?

- Effective – Do the right thing
- Outputs don’t always lead to desired outcomes
- Unnecessary work
- Sub-optimization

- Efficient – Do it fast
- Can you afford being slow? 
- Speed enables everything else 

- Assumption validation 
- Learning 
- Uncertainty handling

- Stability
- Consistency in delivering value



What is characterises an agile company

- Focus on outcome  

- Creates alignment

- Builds trust and safe environments

- Moves mandate and uses organisational 
intelligence

- Focuses on removing dependencies not on 
better handling them 

- Removes impediments, handovers and need 
of coordination roles

- Increases focus

- Builds stability 
- by removing 1 person dependencies

- having great bosses that are servant leaders

Jeff Patton

Business Agility



The value of becoming more agile

- Depends completelly on your ambition as an organisation to 
rapidly adapt to changes and work in a more efficient and 
effective way

- The value can be defined as the
- The value of doing the right thing

- The value of working more efficient

- Cost of reacting slower to changes than your competitors

- Cost of loosing engagement and staff

- Cost of doing the wrong things 

- Cost of not being as efficient as you could be



Understanding where you are

- Adaptability
- Measure and understand cycle/lead time 

- Calculate cost of delay

- Behavioral Map

Value identified Started Value delivered

Lead Time

Cycle Time



Understanding where you are

- Productivity and cost efficiency 
- Behavioral Map

- Work in progress (WIP)

- Dependencies 

- Handovers 

- Measure and understand cycle time over time 

- Stability (ex: 1 person dependencies)



Other companies

1.300 respondants

Reasons for adopting agility



Other companies

Success factors



McKingsley

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/why-agility-pays

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/why-agility-pays


McKingsley



What are the costs?

- Internal and External Training 

- Cost of having scrum masters helping the teams 

- Cost of having agile coaches helping the organisation 

- Removing impediments 

- Transitioning from old habits – Safety

- Stopping to improve 

- Building trust and safe environements 

- Overall time



What probably won’t work

- Simple silver bullet solutions (Quick fixes)

- Implementing agile frameworks as recipes (Scrum, SAFe) 

- Carbon copying from other companies (Spotify model)

- Thinking it’s a project and one time thing 

- Compare to becoming well trained



How do we know we are on the right track?

- Measure how people feel. Take action

- Measure cycle/lead time

- Measure dependencies

- Measure Work in Progress (WIP)

- Visualize it

- Make it the organisations measurements

- Talk about it. Often

Value identified Started Value delivered

Lead Time

Cycle Time



Summary

- Learn more about Business Agility 

- Understand and measure where you are 

- Understand and measure the cost of not becoming more agile

- Understand and measure the value of becoming more efficient and 
doing the right thing

- Understand the discipline and time it requires 

- Follow up, focus and invest. Do it right and it will be a win-win
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